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Main text
We greatly appreciate the efforts made by Sievi and colleagues to verify our recent findings about the ‘can do,
do do’ concept for patients with COPD and expand our
understanding on the long-term dynamics of the quadrant affiliation [1, 2]. Since a personalized intervention
to improve physical functioning for a patient with COPD
may be derived from the quadrant affiliations, interventions should be congruent with the actual ‘can do, do
do’ status. We feel challenged, however, to discuss this
peer-reviewed paper publicly, with focus on the authors’
interpretation of our findings and two methodological
issues.
Lazy
Sievi and colleagues claim that we have described patients with COPD in the ‘can do, don’t do’ quadrant as
lazy. This is further emphasized in the article’s title.
However, we have never used the word ‘lazy’ in our
paper and we never intended to even give the suggestion
that these patients simply ‘don’t do’. That would be a
too unidimensional approach. It is well documented that
patients with COPD exhibit multiple physical, emotional
and socials barriers and enablers to be engaged in physical activity [3]. As patients in the ‘can do, don’t do’
quadrant have a relatively preserved physical capacity, it
is likely that the main determinant(s) of the low habitual
physical activity needs to be found in the behavioral aspects. Therefore, a further analysis on all these aspects is
required to customize an appropriate intervention for
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patients in the ‘can do, don’t do’ quadrant. This is far
from simple and likely requires an interdisciplinary
healthcare professional team approach.

Reference values
To enable a head-to-head comparison between our findings and those of Sievi and colleagues, the cohort, test
methodology, reference values and cut points to classify
patients in the ‘can do, do do’ quadrants needs to be
similar. In our study, we included COPD patients upon
first referral to secondary pulmonary care, while the cohort of Sievi et al. comprised of patients already in secondary care. This may have led to the selection of a
more severely impaired cohort in the Swiss study, which,
compared to our study, is indeed reflected in a lower
mean FEV1 (44 versus 56%pred), a lower median physical activity level (4421 versus 5112 steps/day), and a
lower median 6-min walking distance (6MWD; 418 versus 440 m, respectively). Then it would not surprise if
quadrant representation would differ between the studies, where we anticipated that Sievi’s study have proportionally more patients in the “can’t do” quadrants and
less in the “can do” quadrants. However, the opposite is
true. Sievi’s cohort had only 35% of patients in the “can’t
do” quadrants versus 55% in our study, and as much as
65% in the “can do” versus 45% in our study. This discrepancy can probably be explained on the basis of
6MWD reference values. While we applied the Troosters’ reference values [4], Sievi and colleagues used those
of Enright [5] of which we know that they significantly
overestimate exercise capacity [6]. This has likely caused
the shift in ‘can do’ – ‘can’t do’ proportions and precludes true comparison with our study. Considering this
6MWD reference is a key factor in the ‘can do, do do’
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concept, we are curious to learn how this would alter
the proportions and characteristics of the quadrants in
Sievi’s cohort. Moreover, we anticipate that the graph in
Figure 2 mistakenly puts the PA cut point at 75% as opposed to the proposed 70%.

Interpreting longitudinal change
Studying the (in) stability of the ‘can do, do do’ quadrant
affiliation longitudinally is challenging. Theoretically,
each patient in any quadrant has four possibilities when
assessed a second time in follow-up: 1) remain in the
same quadrant, 2) improve or decline in terms of PA, 3)
improve or decline in terms of PC, or 4) improve or decline in both PA and PC. Yet, while Sievi et al. rightfully
argued that PA and PC are different constructs of physical functioning, they combined improving or declining
in either PC or PA into “improvers” or “decliners”. This
makes the interpretation of any quadrant change very
difficult. Interpretation of change becomes even more
complicated when more than two longitudinal assessments have taken place. This introduces a fifth category
which they termed waverers, i.e. those who initially increased and later decreased (or vice versa) either or both
PA and PC. Sievi et al. found no clear differences between remainders, improvers, decliners and waverers in
explorative analyses. While the gradual loss of statistical
power along with decreasing number of patients in the
follow-up analyses is likely an explanatory factor, such
an analysis should correct for events and circumstances
affecting what patients ‘can do’ and ‘do do’. Factors that
should be accounted for are: (1) events resulting in
prompt deterioration, for instance acute exacerbations,
(2) gradual decline, for instance as a results of pulmonary function impairment progression or worsening of
other accompanying conditions, i.e. comorbidities, and/
or, (3) interventions potentially improving what patients
‘can do’ and ‘do do’ such as rehabilitation which appeared from a recent study to be to highly unpredictable
[7]. Moreover, it is important to acknowledge that clinically relevant improvements in physical functioning can
occur without a change in quadrant affiliation [7]. Finally, would changes in quadrant allocation over time
occur, then it does not in any way diminish the applicability of the ‘can do, do do’ concept to provide customized care to improve physical functioning.
It was difficult to understand from Sievi’s paper how
decliners and improvers were exactly defined. Did any
prespecified change across the borders of physical capacity (70% of the predicted 6MWD value) and/or physical activity (5000 steps/day) over time, result in a
change in group affiliation, or was the minimal clinically
important difference (MCID) applied? In the methods
section, the authors mention the MCID’s for 6MWD
and steps/ day. However, the concept of MCID does not
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consider the test-to-test variability, does not distinguish
true change on a 6MWD from random measurement
error, and is therefore improper to use on an individual
level to detect any differences in exercise capacity [8].
Although the 6MWD is considered to be a reliable
measure of exercise capacity, large limits of agreements
are found between repeated measurements in the order
of − 71 up to 148 m [9]. Following this reasoning, we are
curious to know what would be left from the % of patients that change between quadrants over time if these
values had been used.
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